Note: wall covering & water resistive barrier as req’d by code.

R-Control
Do-All-Ply
1/2” diameter continuous bead.

Field installed bottom plate.

R-Control
Do-All-Ply.
1/2” diameter continuous bead.

10d box (0.128) nails

2X blocking
Note: single 2X blocking may be acceptable per design requirements.

For connection information, and sealant, see wall above.

16d box (0.135) nails into floor panel as req’d by code.

8d box (0.113) nails @ 6” o.c. each side or equivalent.

Finished floor, min 7/16”.

R-Control Wood, Screw see SIP-135 for req’d spacing.

R-Control SIP floor.

Spacer board (optional) where required for standard 8’ drywall application, nail as req’d.

Note:
Optional full SIP width cap plate not shown.
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Title: SIP Floor on SIP Wall

SIP-109b